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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following ECG changes would be seen as a positive myocardial stress test
response?
A. Prolongation of the PR interval
B. Hyperacute T wave
C. ST-segment depression
D. Pathological Q wave
Answer: C
Explanation:
(A) Hyperacute T waves occur with hyperkalemia. (B) Prolongation of the P R interval occurs
with first-degree AV block. (C) Horizontal ST-segment depression of>1 mm during exercise
isdefinitely a positive criterion on the exercise ECG test. (D) Patho-logical Q waves occur with
MI.

NEW QUESTION: 2
After configuring a block storage pool for File usage, a Storage Administrator has a large
number of dVols available for use.
How many dVols will be consumed during the creation of the first 10 GB file system when using
AVM with Pool LUNs?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The project you are working on currently uses a single AWS CloudFormation template to deploy
its AWS infrastructure, which supports a multi-tier web application. You have been tasked with

organizing the AWS CloudFormation resources so that they can be maintained in the future,
and so that different departments such as Networking and Security can review the architecture
before it goes to Production. How should you do this in a way that accommodates each
department, using their existing workflows?
A. Use a custom application and the AWS SDK to replicate the resources defined in the current
AWS CloudFormation template, and use the existing code review system to allow other
departments to approve changes before altering the application for future deployments.
B. Separate the AWS CloudFormation template into a nested structure that has individual
templates for the resources that are to be governed by different departments, and use the
outputs from the networking and security stacks for the application template that you control.
Related Posts/
C. Organize the AWS CloudFormation template so that related resources are next to each other
in the template for each department's use, leverage your existing continuous integration tool
to constantly deploy changes from all parties to the Production environment, and then run
tests for validation.
D. Organize the AWS CloudFormation template so that related resources are next to each other
in the template, such as VPC subnets and routing rules for Networkingand security groups and
1AM information for Security.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
As your infrastructure grows, common patterns can emerge in which you declare the same
components in each of your templates. You can separate out these common components and
create dedicated templates for them.
That way, you can mix and match different templates but use nested stacks to create a single,
unified stack.
Nested stacks are stacks that create other stacks. To create nested stacks, use the AWS:: Cloud
Form ation::Stackresource in your template to reference other templates.
For more information on best practices for Cloudformation please refer to the below link:
* http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCIoudFormation/latest/UserGuide/best-practices.
html
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